Decomposition of excited electronic state s-tetrazine and its energetic derivatives.
Decomposition of excited electronic state s-tetrazine and its energetic derivatives, such as 3-amino-6-chloro-1,2,4,5-tetrazine-2,4-dioxide (ACTO), and 3,3(')-azobis (6-amino-1,2,4,5-tetrazine)-mixed N-oxides (DAATO(3.5)), is investigated through laser excitation and resonance enhanced multi photon ionization techniques. The N(2) molecule is detected as an initial product of the s-tetrazine decomposition reaction, through its two photon, resonance absorption transitions [a(") (1)Σ(g)(+) (v(') = 0) ← X (1)Σ(g)(+) (v(") = 0)]. The suggested mechanism for this reaction is a concerted triple dissociation yielding rotationally cold (∼20 K) ground electronic state N(2) and 2 HCN molecules. The comparable decomposition of excited electronic state ACTO and DAATO(3.5) yields an NO product with a cold rotational (∼20 K) but a hot vibrational (∼1200 K) distribution. Thus, tetrazine and its substituted energetic materials ACTO and DAATO(3.5) evidence different decomposition mechanisms upon electronic excitation. N(2)O is excluded as a potential intermediate precursor of the NO product observed from these two s-tetrazine derivatives through direct determination of its decomposition behavior. Calculations at the CASMP2∕CASSCF level of theory predict a concerted triple dissociation mechanism for generation of the N(2) product from s-tetrazine, and a ring contraction mechanism for the generation of the NO product from the energetic s-tetrazine derivatives. Relaxation from S(n) evolves through a series of conical intersections to S(0), upon which surface the dissociation occurs in both mechanisms. This work demonstrates that the substituents on the tetrazine ring change the characteristics of the potential energy surfaces of the derivatives, and lead to a completely different decomposition pathway from s-tetrazine itself. Moreover, the N(2) molecule can be excluded as an initial product from decomposition of these excited electronic state energetic materials.